We propose an experiment which consists of pulling a card and use it to decide restrictions on the running of L.H.C. at CERN, such as luminosity, beam energy, or total shut down. The purpose of such an experiment is to look for influence from the future, backward causation. Since L.H.C. shall produce particles of a mathematically new type of fundamental scalars, i.e. the Higgs particles, there is potentially a chance to find hitherto unseen effects such as influence going from future to past, which we suggest in the present paper.
Usually it is believed by causality that backward causation [1] , in the sense of what happens at a later time influences what happens earlier, does not occur.
But each time we pass a new energy scale, so as to produce for example a type of particle with new mathematical properties, we should retest our well working principles in earlier experiments.
This model of ours is the one for the initial conditions of the Universe in a similar way as that of the "no-boundary" initial condition postulate by Hartle and Hawking [2] .
We suggest that our theoretical model building [3] [4] [5] especially calls for such an experiment. When the Higgs particle shall be produced, we shall retest if there could be influence from the future so that, for instance, the potential production of a large number of Higgs particles in a certain time development would cause a pre-arrangement so that the large number of Higgs productions, should be avoided.
Such prearrangements may be considered influence from the future. One of us (H.B.N.) has contemplated through past several years the idea of influence from the future on the other settings [6, 7] . One also finds such future influence on effective coupling constants in "Baby Universe theories" [8] [9] [10] [11] , and in some model behind the "multiple point principle" [7, 12, 13] . We used ourselves the baby universe theory [14] .
Our model with imaginary part of action
In previous publications we described our model by simply putting up a functional called P [path] depending on the path, (which could be most easily chosen as a classical path of all the fields in the universe) that denotes the probability of just this path being realized. The idea should be that this P should be calculable from some physically reasonable formula from the path. Since we would like P to depend on the path in a way that obeys the usual physical symmetries and principle of locality in space time it is expected to be of such a form as P ≃ e −2S I [path] (1) where S I [path] has a similar form as that of the action
The most elegant formulation of our model is simply to allow the action 
and then assume that the imaginary part of the Lagrangian density L I (x) in (2) has much the same form as the real part L R (x) in, say, the Standard Model, or some extension thereof. Only the coefficients 
etc. are not the same for L I as for L R but the forms of the field dependences are the same, since the renormalization factors, Z and other coupling constants, are different in L R and L I . At first stage a model of this type seems to be obviously false, since
which gives the probability of the development path of the universe would a priori depend strongly on what goes on today or later. Thus such effects would look like that the universe were prearranged to achieve various goals, that would obtain the largest possible negative contributions to S I . However, we believe to have found some arguments that the importance of the inflation era should be much bigger than the present era in selecting the to be realized path, and henceforth the dependence of what goes on today is strongly suppressed. In this way we claim to obtain the second law of thermodynamics out of our model.
The governing of development of the universe as to avoid production of Higgs particle is suggested in our previous works to be the rather tiny left over effect of this general government that makes S I possibly most negative.
We have already put forward a model for unifying equations of motion and the choice of the initial conditions, or better the selection of the solutions of the equation of motion to be realized. It is at least some unification to get the selection of the solution to be realized by some law. The very unusual feature of this type of models is that such an imaginary part of the action
which leads to a probability weighting
depends not only on the happenings in the very first moment of the existence of the Universe, but also on what happens at all times. If we did not provide detailed speculations that the main effect on selecting the solution to be realized comes from the big bang era, our model would be falsified by the upper bound on occurrence on prearranged events, or say by the second law of thermodynamics.
We have, however, some rather naturally working mechanisms [3, 4] that can make the effects of the imaginary part of the action negligible under some conditions that likely prevail until L.H.C. starts colliding beams. In fact we have in earlier articles [3, 4] argued that the imaginary part L I of the Lagrangian would be constant -and thus unimportant -in the following [3] cases: But the latter can be chirally transformed to have no independent phase relative to one of the kinetic terms, say the right handed one.
3) In addition the imaginary part of the Lagrangian L I for a Yang Mills theory gets forbidden provided there exist monopoles [3, 15] .
In daily life the point 1) is enough to suppress the effects of influence from future, via L I , so that no prearrangements would occur strongly there. However, high energy physics machines with their relativistic particles would, if it were only for 1), may influence their past and for instance such influence could have meant that these machines would have been met with bad luck by prearrangement and got their funds cut so as not work. Seemingly there were no such effects of bad luck for relativistic accelerators as ISR wherein the particles were even stored for long times. To rescue our model from being already falsified by ISR etc., we could, however, make in our opinion the very mild speculation that fundamentally there exists magnetic monopoles [15] as far as allowed for the Yang Mills fields in the Standard Model.
Such monopoles together with the remark that the Lagrangian of the fermionsquarks and leptones -is homogeneous in the fermion fields could by means of 2) and 3) provide the argument for that even for the high energy experiments so far no effects of bad or good luck should have been observed.
However, the Higgs particles is the first fundamental scalar to be investigated and the arguments 1), 2), 3) above may very likely not be sufficient for eliminating influence from future effects concerned with Higgs.
Thus it is really not unrealistic that precisely at the first a large number of of Higgs production also our model-expectations that is influence from the future would show up.
Very interestingly in this connection is that the S.S.C. in Texas [16] accidentally would have been the first machine to produce Higgs on a large scale. However it were actually stopped after a quarter of the tunnel were built, almost a remarkable piece of bad luck.
Proposal of the experiment
If we just very generally consider a model in which the probability P (s) = e −2S I (s) for a solution s to the equations of motion to be realized is a functions of what happens on this solution s at all different times t, we should be able to see influences from the future. If as is suggested above P (s) would depend on whether Higgs particles are produced or not in large amounts during the world development s, then the actually realized development would seem to either seek or to avoid Higgs production. It seems most likely that production of Higgs particles should lead to smaller P (s) than no Higgs production since otherwise there would presumably already have been produced lots of Higgs particles in nature somehow.
With this model we expect, that a Higgs producing machine will be stopped by some accident or another if the effect is sufficiently large and it gets exponentiated with the number of Higgses produced
The experiment proposed in the present article is to give the "foresight", so to The crucial idea of this proposal is that if our model were true then the most likely development s with the P (s) ≃ e −2S I (s) factor included would be a development with one of the cards with strong restriction on the Higgs production at L.H.C..
Estimation of probabilities and choice of closing L.H.C. probability for game
We think that before settling for the rules of the game of card about restricting L.H.C., one should carefully discuss what is the most economical and optimal value to choose for, for instance, the probability of the closing L.H.C. card. Thus we suggest a severe discussion before settling, of course limited in time by the starting plans.
In order to give an idea about what probability p to choose for closing say L.H.C.
or essentially closing -we postpone the partial closings or milder restrictions to next section -, we shall introduce the following symbols for the relevant probabilities:
r; the probability that our model is right so that there is a prearrangement mechanism ensuring that L.H.C. will not come to run.
a; the probability that without any such mysterious interference the L.H.C. will by accident fail so as not to start. The numbers r, a and p should of course be very small, whereas the excess aver- Taking it that r, a and p are all taken small of course the most likely is that L.H.C. just starts up quite expectedly, and only the small probability that it has normal accident a, an accidental stop due to the card "close L.H.C." p. In the with probability r case that our model is right L.H.C.cannot be allowed to start up. But now it can fail in two ways: With probability a a+p · r will have a seemingly normal accident, and with likely extra damage given by the factor d.
With probability p a+p
· r it will be stopped by the card "close L.H.C.". To give these probability estimates we used that the two types of stopping should occur with relative probability a : p as if our theory were wrong. We can now estimate the average cost due to the various failures in the natural units of L.H.C.values. 
Here we took the loss, (d + 1) by seemingly natural failure as the excess loss d plus the loss 1 of the machine itself. Simplifying it we get
Since p is at our disposal one would say that we should choose it for ethical and economical reasons so as to minimize the loss in L.H.C.-price units. This minimization occurs for
which leads to
which has the roots
Of course we have to let the chance for the closing card p be positive and thus we can only choose p ≥ 0. If √ ard < a r < a d
i.e. if the chance for our theory to be right r is less than the chance for a natural failure of L.H.C.divided by the excess damage factor d, it would not be optimal to make our card game for any possible value and it would cause damage to perform our experiment and one should only do it in order to get our theory confirmed (or falsified).
If, however, one judges that the chance of correctness of our model is so big that
then it would be uneconomic and unethical not to perform our card game.
In this case, supposing we only compute with orders of magnitude the optimal value of p to choose for damage avoidance purposes should be Also of course it means that if we choose p ≪ a even if our theory were right it would stop L.H.C.by a normal failure rather than by our card game.
Consideration on checking our model
The purpose of doing the proposed card play about potential restrictions or closing of L.H.C.is in addition to economical or ethical attempt to rescue L.H.C.from even worth fates to make a very clean test of our model. Crudely a superficially "normal" accident stopping L.H.C.from starting would already be a strong evidence for our model. However, it would be numerically even more clean if it were stopped by a card play. Then one would have a very clean knowledge of the statistical accuracy with which our prearrangement effect had worked and had been tested. To know in advance a good estimate for a that L.H.C.would suffer an "ordinary" failure is not so easy. Therefore one could easier talk away such a natural failure and say that in spite of it one should not trust our theory "Oh, it were some diplomatic bad 
for r ∼ 10 −6 .
I.e. if there were just one chance in a million that our model were right and if normal failure were extremely seldom, then the 17,000 CHF would be already paid for.
If our model had more than one chance in a million one might rather begin to worry that taking only p ∼ 5 · 10 −6 might cause too much danger, so this failure by itself a were bigger than 5 · 10 −6 our card experiment would fail in the sense that the card pulled would not be the "close L.H.C." even if our model were true.
Nevertheless we might come to believe our model in that case by seeing a natural accident stopping L.H.C.. But that would less clearly convincing of our model, and it could be appreciably more expensive.
We think that it is urgent to perform an honest estimate of the reliability of the 
Partial closings
It would presumably pay to make not only a single possibility "close L.H.C." to possibly be pulled, but allow several incomplete closings on some cards in the stack.
It would of course be a bit less of a loss to pull "allowed only 20 Higgses" rather than a total "close L.H.C." card.
There could be many variants of the restriction cards, limits on beam energy, limits on luminosity, or on the living time of the machine, or it could postpone the start.
But all the strong restriction cards should together only have some small probability p 0 so just pulling one of them should convincingly confirm the truth of our model.
Action for particles from action for fields
In this article we are suggesting that the Higgs particle, which we have not yet studied well, will lead to our influence from future effects while we -because otherwise our model would be already falsified -suggest that the effect is not present for the already found particles: quarks, leptones, and gauge particles.
In order to explain the speciality of the Higgs particle we shall here study how the action for a classical particle approximation to a field theory goes on. In the usual case of just a real action for the (quantum) field theory you can identify particles as wave packets in the field moving along. But then the action you should use is for a particle propagating in space time
where these wave oscillations are the phase rotations in wave packet represented on the field propagating in space time.
It may be a little surprising that the action for the particle description of the world S R part is not simply the action contribution to the field theory action S R from the wave packet propagating and representing the particle.
Indeed it is easy to see that if the Lagrangian with respect to a certain type of field is homogeneous as for instance the ψ-involving part of the Lagrangian
then the Lagrangian can be constructed from the equation of motion
expression and it follows that in the classical field approximation the action for the ψ is zero (onshell). So it is needed that the effective action for the particle description is not simply the contribution to the field theory action S R , because then we would have got just zero contribution from all the free pieces of the particle (in between interaction points).
Now we already saw that the main physical significance of the imaginary part S I of the action is that a development path is assigned a probability P ∼ e −2S I so that S I becomes this meaning as minus half the logarithm of the probability weight.
In going over from the field description to a description with particles the "wave weight" P and thus
log P should be the same if we describe the same development in the two different languages description modes. Thus contrary to what we just claimed for the real part S R , that
we need for the imaginary part -due to its physical significance -to have correspon-
in the situations corresponding to each other. But now it is easily seen that the argument for action being zero in the homogeneous case works to make both imaginary S I and real S R parts of the actions zero. Because phenomenologically we do not seem to see any prearrangement effects involving quarks and leptones -accelerators with relativistic electrons not producing say Higgs particle have ran without interruptions -we have to take this to mean that in the particle description S I part = 0 for the homogeneous action particles.
What is so special about the Higgs?
The special property of the Higgs that makes it such a favourite candidate for showing up effects due to our imaginary part of the action S I or Lagrangian L I is that 1) it is not a gauge particle and so no monopole existence argument could be used to exclude imaginary coefficients and 2) There are even in the free part of the Higgs Lagrangian two terms, the kinetic |D µ ϕ H | 2 and the mass term m 2 |ϕ H | 2 which have by symmetries unrestricted coefficients, so that these independent coefficients could have different phases.
Also for quarks and leptones one have at first independent coefficients on the kinetic and the mass term, but for them one can perform a chiral transformation The Higgs Lagrangian is not even homogeneous which could be a further reason for making it lacking an argument for L I Higgs to vanish. However, the Higgs Lagrangian
is not homogeneous due to the
|ϕ H | 4 term, which is of fourth order contrary the rest, which is of second order. The equation of motions from differentiating with
and from differentiating with respect to ϕ
will, by multiplication with fields ϕ † H and ϕ H respectively, and adding and subtracting, not -as for homogeneous case -lead to that both real and imaginary part of the field theory action are zero, but rather to the Lagrangian on shell values
Here we have expanded the self coupling λ on real and imaginary part
Now for the Higgs field one shall have in mind that there is a big background or vacuum expectation value ϕ H field which contributes and that it is in fact only the extra contribution coming from a true particle propagating through this vacuum and described by a wave packet in ϕ H .
We may consider a single Higgs particle described by a wave packet in the Higgs field ϕ Hwp . Then we obtain in the well known background field case with ϕ H = ϕ Hbg = constant in space time = 246 GeV/ √ 2 that
This means that we get a contribution to S I which again is identified with the particle S I part given as
Now the density in 3-space of genuine Higgs particles is
so that
For just one particle we have the normalization
Clearly for Higgs particles with a reasonably well defined energy E H we have that
and thus we simply get
Therefore the imaginary action to use for a few description in terms of Higgses is as expected the eigentime integral dτ multiplied by the constant −λ I |ϕ Hbg | 2 1 m H . We do not truly know the imaginary part λ I of the self coupling, but a priori the guess would be that it as dimensionless of order unity, or rather same order as the real part λ R which is of order 1 3 say.
Estimation of the effect of a Higgs particle
We see that the contribution to S I from a Higgs particle seen from its rest frame with the life time τ ℓ i.e. with
is
This contribution will lower the probability of the order of magnitude of the vacuum expectation value ϕ H = ϕ Hbg say half ϕ Hbg .
Even if we put the Higgs width [17] as large as say 1 GeV the order of magnitude of the exponent in the probability decrease factor becomes of the order 100, which exponentiated becomes so big that no Higgses would be allowed to achieve a so long life time. Rather we should expect the Higgses to be "by prearranged accident" brought to decay much faster. We would expect an effective allowed width to rather be of the order
Looking for this broadening of the Higgs width according to the effect of our model might be in itself a very interesting prediction [3] . But once the broadening takes place the effective "probability decrease factor" will only be of order unity or at least no smaller than of the order 
Conclusion and Outlook
We have put forward the proposal for what is really an experiment at L.H.C.looking for an effect of influence from the future as proposed in our own model which most nicely is described by there being an imaginary part S I of the action S. The experiment is exceedingly primitive in as far as it consists simply of a card-pulling game arranged so that with a probability p of the order of 5 · 10 −6 some severe restriction on the running of L.H.C.-essentially closing -is imposed. It indeed a restriction card -which has so low probability p ∼ 5 · 10 −6 -were pulled this would essentially mean that our model or something like it had to be true! If, however, just a normal card meaning no restriction is pulled our theory would be falsified unless a seemingly accidental stopping of L.H.C.occurs! It must be warned that if our model were true and no such game about restricting strongly L.H.C.were played, or if the probability in the game p for restricting were too small, then a "normal" (seemingly accidental) closure should occur. This could be potentially more damaging than just the loss of L.H.C.itself. Therefore not performing (or not performing with sufficiently big p) our card game proposal could -if our model were correct -cause considerable danger.
Of course a priori -as just a proposed effect to look for -the chance r of such a model being right is very low. However, we already published a few papers [3] [4] [5] on this type of backward causation model, and several predictions seem to be phenomenologically good: For instance we can claim to have speculations leading to a cosmological constant of the same order as the matter-density [5] . That is to say that our model is promising with respect to solving the cosmological constant problem and the "why today" problems. Also we claim that it is promising with respect to on explaining why there should be a bottom in the Hamiltonian [5] . A further consequence is the principle of many degenerate vacua [7, 12, 13] (MPP = multiple point principle) on which one of us have worked for many years with a bit of success.
Finally let us mention that we are working on an article suggesting that our type of model could be claimed to be called for to cope with the measurement problem in quantum mechanics [19] . If one wants to have the settling of an eigenvalue of a measured quantity before the enhancement of the signal in the measurement instrument has occurred then some sort of backward causation seems to be called for:
Without the signal enhancement can one really say if it is a genuine measurement?
We think that before really performing the proposed experiment we should carefully get discussed and evaluated the most optimal choice of the rules of the game. Such possibilities -which should be arranged by the rules to be very unlikely unless our model were true -might in case our type of model where right tell us e.g. about the size of λ I .
Most important to choose is

